
TEXAS A&M INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Department of Humanities 
 

Course Syllabus- (semester) 
 

Course Title: ENG 2365. (section) Literature and Film 
Course Prerequisite: ENGL 1302 or equivalent course. 

 
Time: TR 1:30- 2:45pm R 1:30-4:15pm (film screenings) 

Location: PH 115 
 
Professor: Angela Marcela Morán 
Email: amoran@tamiu.edu 
Phone: 326-3047 
Office: LBVC 324C 
Office Hours: TBA 
 
 
Course Overview: 
This course explores how film and literature interact. Novels, short stories and plays are analyzed 
in relation to film versions of the same works in order to gain an understanding 
of the possibilities—and problems—involved in adapting them to film. Historical context of films 
viewed and discussed are taken into account. 
 
Required Text: Understanding Movies, 11/E by Louis Giannetti ISBN-10: 0132336995 
 
Additional Required Readings: 
Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad ISBN-10: 0140281630 
Push by Sapphire ISBN-10: 0679766758 
Six Degrees of Separation by John Guare ISBN-10: 0822210347 
Sleepy Hollow by Washington Irving ISBN-10: 1440490716 
Super toys Last All Summer Long by Brian Adiss ISBN-10: 0312280610 
No Country for Old Men, by Cormac McCarthy ISBN-10: 0307387135 
 
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): Upon successful completion of this course, students will be 
able to:  

1. identify major and minor works in various decades by title and author/or director; 
2. analyze the cultural, social, and historical aspects of literurture and film. 
3. perform close readings of the various texts and films;    
4. make connections between literary periods, writers, writings, directors, films and themes; 

and 
5. compose texts that effectively address purpose, style, and content. (This includes: clear 

focus, structurally unified development of ideas, appropriate rhetorical style and visual 
style, correct use of Standard American Academic English (SAAE), and appropriate and 
ethical use of primary and secondary sources.)  



Core-Curriculum Objectives (CCOs):  
1. Critical Thinking Skills: includes creative thinking, innovation, inquiry, and analysis, 

evaluation and synthesis of information. (SLOs # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
2. Communication Skills: includes effective development, interpretation and expression of 

ideas through written, oral and visual communication. (SLOs # 2, 3, 5)  
3. Personal Responsibility: includes the ability to connect choices, actions and consequences 

to ethical decision-making.  (SLOs # 2, 4, 5)  
4. Social Responsibility: includes intercultural competence, knowledge of civic responsibility, 

and the ability to engage effectively in regional, national, and global communities. (SLOs # 
1, 2, 4, 5) 

 
 
Writing Requirements and Grade Values: The work for this course is carefully sequenced and 
grows out of ongoing classwork as well as class participation/discussion. Staying on top of the 
assignments, doing them seriously, and being prepared for class is crucial for student success in 
this course. Students should come prepared with all relevant texts and on time every day. The 
following will allow students to have a basis for how grades will be calculated in this course. 
 

1. 10 % – Essay #1 
2. 10 % – Essay #2  
3. 20 % – Essay #3 
4. 15 % – Mid-term Exam (at least 50% of which is a written component) 
5. 25 % – Final Exam (at least 50% of which is a written component) 
6. 15 % -- Service-learning project 
7. 5%--pop quiz 

 
**If any component of the required coursework is missing, it will be impossible for students 
to pass this course.** 
 
Required Coursework: In order to meet the course objectives, students will have the following 
opportunities: 
 
● Essays: Students are required to compose two (2) short, analysis essays (750 words) and one 
(1) Critical Essay (2100 words) based upon the assigned reading and viewing materials.  Analysis 
Essay #1 will focus on a text that has been translated into a motion picture; Analysis Essay #2 will 
focus on the motion picture that has been translated from a literary work. The Critical Essay will 
bring together the literary work and its literal, traditional or radical film translation.  Analysis Essay 
#1 and Analysis Essay #2 will be revised and integrated into a Critical Essay. The goal is to build a 
research-based essay in stages so that students will be able to analyze, thereby understand, an 
overarching aspect (e.g., theme, cultural value) that links the texts and the films to one another and 
from which emerges some aspect of the American literary tradition.   
 
● Exams:  There will be a mid-term exam, covering all assigned readings and viewings of films up 
to mid-term; there will be a comprehensive final exam.  Students must provide their own “blue-
books” for the mid-term and final exams.  The instructor reserves the right to examine the blue-
books prior to administering the exams. There also may be pop quizzes in class or on-line on 
assigned readings. 



 
● Service-learning:  Interviews of participants at Literacy Volunteers of Laredo will be conducted 
and videorecorded by students as part of a group project tied to the novel Push and the film 
adaptation Precious. Groups will produce a short promotional video for the organization that will be 
presented in class.  Individual one page reflections on the service-learning experience will also be 
turned in as part of the grade for this assignment.  
 
● Other Assignments:  In addition to the reading, viewings and writing assignments designated on 
the course schedule, students will be expected to complete any in-class assignments and 
participate in class or on-line discussions.   
 
 
Evaluation:  The most important consideration for all essays is content (argument, structure, 
secondary sources, primary source explication); however, grammar and usage are also important 
because 1) a person’s literacy is often judged according to the number of distracting sentence 
errors that appear in writing, and 2) if writers have too many grammatical, mechanical, or usage 
errors, they will fail to communicate effectively.  Therefore, students will need to have achieved 
control of Standard American Academic English.  If a student has too many major grammatical 
errors (more than 4 errors per page), it will be difficult to earn a grade higher than a C.  
 

● Final Grades:  Grades in this class are based upon the usual A, B, C, D, or F scale.  
Exams will be worth 100 points, but the mid-term is 15% of the course grade, and the final 
exam is 25% of the course grade.  Essays will be evaluated using a rubric, which is 
available on ANGEL, under “Lessons.” 
 
● Late Papers:  Regardless of the assignment, deadlines are deadlines.  NOTE: It is better 
for a student to turn-in an assignment late than not at all, for a missing assignment at the 
end of the semester will result in failure to complete the course requirements.  Since most 
of the writing in this course will be submitted electronically, there really is no excuse for 
late or missing work due to absence unless there is an extreme circumstance—or a 
sudden, serious situation—that prevents a student from meeting a deadline.  In such 
cases, the student should communicate with the instructor so that a solution to the problem 
can be found. A student may request an extension by communicating with the instructor, in 
person or via e-mail,  a MINIMUM of 48 hours in advance, but the granting of an extension 
is dependent upon the circumstances.  If an essay is turned in late without prior, approved 
negotiation, the essay will be lowered a letter grade for each weekday’s delay, and a 
student has up to three (3) days (including weekends) to present the late work.    

     
*The instructor reserves the right to add additional assignments 

 as needed and to modify all assignments and the reading schedule as needed. 
 
Attendance and Tardiness:  If there are extreme circumstances—or a sudden, serious situation—
that prevents a student from arriving to class on time, the student should communicate with the 
instructor so that a solution to the problem can be found.   
 

Tardiness: If students are more than 10 minutes late to class, this will count toward 
attendance. Three (3) “tardies” equal one (1) absence.   



 
Absences: If students have excessive, unexcused absences from class, they will fail this 
course. “Excessive unexcused absences” are determined as follows: four (4) or more in a 
MW or TR course, five (5) or more in a MWF course, and three (3) or more in a MTWR 
summer course. 
 

If students have missed the respective number of classes before the final date of withdrawing from 
courses, then they must initiate their own withdrawal from the course in the Registrar’s Office to 
avoid earning an “F” in the course.  Instructors do not drop students.  NOTE:  By Texas law, 
students may not withdraw from (or receive a “W” in) more than 6 total courses unless they qualify 
for certain exemptions to the law.    
   
All absences are considered unexcused until and unless the student persuades the instructor that 
the absence merits being excused.  Instructors may require documentation. Acceptable excuses 
include, but are not limited to: 

1. Participation in University sponsored activity at the request of University Authorities;  
2. Death or major illness in a student’s immediate family;  
3. Illness of a dependent family member; 
4. Participation in legal proceedings or administrative procedures that require a student’s 

presence; 
5. Religious holy days; 
6. Required participation in military duties; 
7. Mandatory admission interviews for professional or graduate school which cannot be 

rescheduled; and 
8. Doctor visits that can not be rescheduled or that require travel. 
 

If a student misses class, it is the student’s responsibility to meet with the instructor to discuss 
anything that was missed.  If a student misses class when an assignment is due, the student must 
still submit the work (see “Late Papers” policy above). 
 
Attendance Policy for Students Involved in University Events:  Often students who participate 
in sporting events, musical programs, or other university sanctioned activities miss class more than 
the required number of absences allowed for other students.  These students must produce written 
documentation prior to leaving class for such events.  All  assignments are still due on the dates 
assigned in the syllabus.  Students with documented “excused” absences due to university 
sanctioned events must notify and negotiate due dates for any other writing assignments done in-
class.  This policy is in effect to maintain equity among students. 
 
Classroom Etiquette: The College of Arts and Sciences encourages classroom discussion and 
academic debate as an essential intellectual activity. It is essential that students learn to express 
and defend their beliefs, but it is also essential that they learn to listen and respond respectfully to 
others whose beliefs they may not share. The College will always tolerate diverse, unorthodox, and 
unpopular points of view, but it will not tolerate condescending or insulting remarks. When students 
verbally abuse or ridicule and intimidate others whose views they do not agree with, they subvert 
the free exchange of ideas that should characterize a university classroom. If their actions are 



deemed by the professor to be disruptive, they will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, 
which may include being involuntarily withdrawn from the class.  Also, 

1. Turn off ALL cell phones, i-Pods, and other MP3 players. 
2. Do not access the web for entertainment or private use during class. 
3. Arrive to class on time. 
4. Do not speak while others are speaking. 
5. No children allowed. 
6. Food and drink are not permitted in the computer labs – bottled water only. 

 
Mid-term and Final Exam Etiquette: 

1. Arrive to class on time. 
2. Turn off and store ALL electronic equipment, including but not limited to iPods and cell-

phones.  
3. No food or drink will be permitted during the exam period.  The exception is that students 

are allowed to have water.  *The instructor, however, reserves the right to examine water 
bottles prior to, during, or after the exam period.   

4. No children or visitors are allowed. 
5. Students should not converse with each other once the exam period starts. 
6. No hats, berets, or other head coverings are allowed (except for religious purposes).   
7. Backpacks, purses, and other bags MUST be stored at the front of the classroom. 
8. Only the exam itself and blank “bluebooks,” pencils, pens, and erasers will be allowed on 

the desk area once the exam has begun. 
 
Early Alert:  The “Early Alert” system allows faculty members to notify the Advising and Mentoring 
Center when students miss an excessive number of classes or assignments, exhibit unusual or 
disruptive behavior, or are failing to meet the course requirements.  Students should know that this 
system is in place to help them through difficulties and is a confidential means of communication 
between the faculty member, the student, and the advisors. 
 
Copyright Restrictions:  The Copyright Act of 1976 grants to copyright owners the exclusive right 
to reproduce their works and distribute copies of their work.  Works that receive copyright 
protection include published works such as a textbook.  Copying a textbook without permission 
from the owner of the copyright may constitute copyright infringement, and civil and criminal 
penalties may be assessed, including civil penalties for damages up to $100.00; criminal penalties 
include a fine up to $250,000 and imprisonment. 

Copyright laws do allow students and professors to make photocopies of copyrighted 
materials under strict conditions.  You may not copy most, much less all, of a work, but you 
may copy a limited portion of a work, such as an article from a journal or a chapter from a 
book.  These copies must be for your own personal academic use or, in the case of a 
professor, for personal, limited classroom use.  In general, the extent of your copying 
should not suggest that the purpose or the effect of your copying is to avoid paying for the 
materials.  And, of course, you may not sell these copies for a profit.  Thus, students who 
copy textbooks to avoid buying them or professors who provide photocopies of textbooks 
to enable students to save money are both violating the law. 

 



Students with Disabilities:  Texas A&M International University seeks to provide reasonable 
accommodations for all qualified persons with disabilities.  The University will adhere to all 
applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations and guidelines with respect to providing 
reasonable accommodations as required to afford equal educational opportunity.  It is a student’s 
responsibility to register with the Director of Student Counseling and to contact the instructor in a 
timely fashion to arrange for suitable accommodations.	 For more information, contact: 

Student Counseling and Disability Services for Students 
Location:  University Success Center 138 

Office Hours:  8:00 am-5:00 pm M-F 
Phone #: (956) 326-2230 

http://www.tamiu.edu/wellness/disability.shtml 
 

Plagiarism and Cheating Policy:  Plagiarism is the presentation of someone else’s work as your 
own.  1) When you borrow someone else’s facts, ideas, or opinions and put them entirely in your 
own words, you must acknowledge that these thoughts are not your own by immediately citing the 
source in your paper.  Failure to do this is plagiarism.  2) When you also borrow someone else’s 
words (short phrases, clauses, or sentences), you must enclose the copied words in quotation 
marks as well as citing the source.  Failure to do this is plagiarism.  3) When you present someone 
else’s paper or exam (stolen, borrowed, or bought) as your own, you have committed a clearly 
intentional form of intellectual theft and have put your academic future in jeopardy.  This is the 
worst form of plagiarism.   
 Here is another explanation from the 2010, sixth edition of the Manual of The American 
Psychological Association (APA): 

 
Plagiarism: Researchers do not claim the words and ideas of another as their own; they 
give credit where credit is due. Quotations marks should be used to indicate the exact 
words of another. Each time you paraphrase another author (i.e., summarize a passage 
or rearrange the order of a sentence and change some of the words), you need to credit 
the source in the text. 
 The key element of this principle is that authors do not present the work of another 
as if it were their own words. This can extend to ideas as well as written words. If authors 
model a study after one done by someone else, the originating author should be given 
credit. If the rationale for a study was suggested in the Discussion section of someone 
else's article, the person should be given credit. Given the free exchange of ideas, which 
is very important for the health of intellectual discourse, authors may not know where an 
idea for a study originated. If authors do know, however, they should  acknowledge the 
source; this includes personal communications.   (pp. 15-16) 

 
Students should consult the Writing Center or a recommended guide to documentation and 
research such as the Manual of the APA or the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers for 
guidance on proper documentation.  If students still have doubts concerning proper documentation, 
they should seek advice from their instructor prior to submitting any draft or final product. 
 
Use of Work in Two or More Courses:  Students may not submit work completed in one course 
for a grade in a second course unless they receive explicit permission to do so by the instructor of 
the second course.  
 



Penalties for Plagiarism:  Should a faculty member discover that a student has committed 
plagiarism, the student will receive a grade of “F” in that course, and the matter will be referred to 
the Honor Council for possible disciplinary action.  The faculty member, however, has the right to 
give freshmen and sophomore students a “zero” for the assignment and to allow them to revise the 
assignment up to a grade of “F” (50%) if they believe that the student plagiarized out of ignorance 
or carelessness and not out of an attempt to deceive in order to earn an unmerited grade.  This 
option is not available to juniors, seniors, or graduate students, who can not reasonably claim 
ignorance of documentation rules as an excuse.   
 Caution: Students must be very careful what they upload to TurnItIn or send to their professor 
for evaluation. Whatever students upload for evaluation will be evaluated based upon the protocols 
of academic honesty.  In other words, students must practice citing correctly and accurately on all 
writings in all stages in the writing process.  If a submission is plagiarized, the student will be held 
responsible. The excuse that “it was only a draft” will not be accepted. 
 Caution: Also, students should not share their electronic files with others. If a student does so, 
the student is responsible for the possible consequences. If Student A voluntarily (or involuntarily) 
provides Student B access to his or her files, and Student B accepts (or takes) a file, submits the 
file with a change of name while Student A also submits (or previously submitted) the file for 
evaluation, both students are responsible for plagiarism.  It is impossible for instructors to know 
with certainty who wrote the paper and who stole it or if there was collusion between Student A and 
Student B. 
 
Penalties for Cheating:  Should a faculty member discover a student cheating on an exam or quiz 
or other class project, the student will receive a “zero” for the assignment and not be allowed to 
make the assignment up.  The incident must be reported to the chair of the department and to the 
Honor Council.  If the cheating is extensive, however, or if the assignment constitutes a major 
grade for the course (e.g., a final exam), or if the student has cheated in the past, the student 
should receive an “F” in the course, and the matter should be referred to the Honor Council.  Under 
no circumstances should a student who deserves an “F” in the course be allowed to withdraw from 
the course with a “W.”  
  
Student Right of Appeal:  Faculty will notify students immediately via the student’s TAMIU e-mail 
account that they have submitted plagiarized work.  Students have the right to appeal a faculty 
member’s charge of academic dishonesty by notifying the TAMIU Honor Council of their intent to 
appeal as long as the notification of appeal comes within 10 business days of the faculty member’s 
e-mail message to the student.  The Student Handbook provides details. 
 
UConnect, TAMIU E-Mail, and Dusty Alert:  Personal Announcements sent to students through 
TAMIU’s UConnect Portal and TAMIU E-mail are the official means of communicating course and 
university business with students and faculty – not the U.S. Mail and not other e-mail addresses.  
Students and faculty must check UConnect and their TAMIU e-mail accounts regularly, if not daily.  
Not having seen an important TAMIU e-mail or UConnect message from a faculty member, chair, 
or dean is not accepted as an excuse for failure to take important action.  Students, faculty, and 
staff are encouraged to sign-up for Dusty Alert (see www.tamiu.edu).  Dusty Alert is an instant cell 
phone text-messaging system allowing the university to communicate immediately with the 
university community if there is an on-campus emergency, something of immediate danger, or a 
campus closing. 
 



Incompletes:  The College policy for “Incompletes” discourages them.  They are appropriate, 
however, when the following requirements are met: 
►The student cannot complete the class because of a severe illness to self or immediate  
family member at the very end of the semester (after the date for withdrawal from class) or 
because of a traumatic event in the student’s life (e.g., death of or serious injury or illness to an 
immediate family member) at the end of the semester, AND 
►The student is passing the class at the time he or she can not complete the semester, AND 
►The student has completed either 85-90% of the course requirements or is missing only major 
assignments due after the final date for withdrawal from class and after the onset of the illness or 
traumatic event (e.g., assignments such as the final exam for the course or a research paper), AND  
►The faculty member must have the approval of the department chair before giving an Incomplete.  
 
Student Responsibility for Dropping a Course: It is the responsibility of the STUDENT to drop 
the course before the final date for withdrawal from a course. Faculty members, in fact, may not 
drop a student from a course.  
 
Independent Study Course:  Independent Study (IS) courses are offered only under exceptional 
circumstances.  Required courses intended to build academic skills may not be taken as IS (e.g., 
clinical supervision and internships).  No student will take more than one IS course per semester. 
Moreover, IS courses are limited to seniors and graduate students.  Summer IS course must 
continue through both summer sessions. 
 
Grade Changes & Appeals: Faculty are authorized to change final grades only when they have 
committed a computational error, and they must receive the approval of their department chairs 
and the dean to change the grade.  As part of that approval, they must attach a detailed 
explanation of the reason for the mistake.   Only in rare cases would another reason be entertained 
as legitimate for a grade change.  A student who is unhappy with his or her grade on an 
assignment must discuss the situation with the faculty member teaching the course.  If students 
believe that they have been graded unfairly, they have the right to appeal the grade using a grade 
appeal process.  Details are available in the Student Handbook and the Faculty Handbook. 
 
Final Note:  As students enter the university, they are also entering a research community where 
faculty and students are studying not only the world outside of the university, but also the teaching 
and learning that occurs inside of the university.  This community’s goal is to improve individual 
teaching and the design of this course so that they work as effectively as possible in preparing all 
students for academic and professional success.  Therefore, any writing that a student passes in 
this semester may be read by other faculty members here at TAMIU but without names so that the 
student, as the writer, remains anonymous.  Also, on occasion, other faculty members may 
observe classes in order to provide feedback to the faculty member about the course activities. 



Screenings: 
Part I. 
Double Indemnity (1943) directed by Billy Wilder (based on James M. Cain’s novella 
Double Indemnity) 
 
The Godfather (1972) directed by Francis Ford Coppola (novel of  the same title) 
 
* Visions of Light The Art of Cinematography 
 
**Apocalypse Now 1979 directed by Francis Ford Coppola (Novella Heart of Darkness 
by Joseph Conrad) 
 
*Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmakers’ Apocalypse (1991) directed by Eleanor Coppola 
 
**Precious 2009 directed by Lee Daniels (based on the book Push by Sapphire 
ISBN-10: 0679766758) 
 
**Six Degrees of Separation (1993) directed by Fred Shepisi (play of the same title by 
John Guare ISBN-10: 0822210347) 
 
**Sleepy Hollow (1999) directed by Tim Burton (short story by Washington Irving) 
http://www.pagebypagebooks.com/Washington_Irving/The_Legend_of_Sleepy_Hollow/ 
The_Legend_Of_Sleepy_Hollow_p1.html 
 
**Artificial Intelligence (2001) directed by Steven Spielberg (short story Super-toys Last 
All Summer Long by Brian Adiss) 
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/5.01/ffsupertoys_pr.html 
 
**No Country for Old Men (2007) directed by Joel and Ethan Coen (book of the same 
title by Cormac McCarthy ISBN-10: 0307387135) 
 
*Documentary film   ** Required Reading 
 
 
 
Schedule 
Week 1 Lecture   Readings Screenings Important 

Days 
Tuesday 
Jan. 22nd   
 

Syllabus, course requirements 
and attendance policy. 
AND 
Andre Bazin and the Auteur 
Theory. The influence of the 
French New Wave. The 
American 
Auteur, Hollywood vs. 
Independents & Genre. 

Ch. 11 Auteur 
Theory 
Understanding 
Movies 

  



 Thursday 
Jan. 24th  

  Double 
Indemnity 
(1943) 
directed by 
Billy Wilder 

 

Week 2     
Tuesday  
Jan. 29th   

Realism, Formalism, & 
Classicalism- 3 cinematic 
styles  
The Classical Paradigm 
Discussion: Doube Indemnity 

Ch.1 and Ch. 8 
Understanding 
Movies 

  

Thursday  
Jan. 31st    

  Three of a 
Kind (the 
making of 
Double 
Indemnity) 

 

Week 3     
Tuesday  
Feb. 5th   

Photography/Cinematography  
Cinematographer.  
The Frame. The Shots. The 
Angles. Light and Dark. Color. 
Lenses, Filters, and Stocks. 
Special Effects. 
 

Ch.1 
Understanding 
Movies 

  

Thursday  
Feb. 7th    

  The 
Godfather 
(1972) 
directed by 
Francis Ford 
Coppola 

 

Week 4     
Tuesday  
Feb. 12th    

Mise-en-scene  
Composition. Territorial 
Space. Proxemic Patterns. 
Open and Closed Forms. 
 
Discussion: The Godfather 

Ch. 2 
Understanding 
Movies 

  

Thursday  
Feb. 14th    

Dr. Marcela Uribe’s 
presentation on Service-
learning and group projects. 

 Visions of 
Light: The 
Art of 
Cinematogra
phy 

 

Week 5     
Tuesday 
Feb. 19th  

Movement … Kinetics. The 
Moving Camera. Mechanical 
Distortions of Movement  
 
Discussion: Conrad’s Heart of 
Darkness 

Joseph 
Conrad’s Heart 
of Darkness 
(Read it all by 
this date) 
Ch. 3  
Understanding 

  



Movies 
Thursday 
Feb. 21st  
 

  Apocalypse 
Now (1979) 
directed by 
Francis Ford 
Coppola 

 

Week 6     
Tuesday 
Feb. 26th   

Movement cont. 
Examples of moving camera 
 
Discussion: Conrad’s Heart of 
Darkness and Coppola’s 
Apocalypse Now 

Ch. 3 
Understanding 
Movies 

  

Thursday 
Feb. 28th    

Review Proposal, Essay 
assignment, and research. 
 

 Hearts of 
Darkness: A 
Filmmaker’s 
Apocalypse 
(1991) 
directed by 
Eleanor 
Coppola 

 

Week 7     
Tuesday 
March 5th    

Midterm Examination  Chapters 1-3, 
Chapter 8 and 
11 
Understanding 
Movies 
 

 Midterm! 

Thursday 
March 7th     

  Six Degrees 
of 
Separation 
(1993) 
directed by 
James Foley 

 

Week 8     
Tuesday 
March 12th   

Spring Break!   No Class! 

Thursday 
March 14th    

Spring Break!   No Class! 

Week 9     
Tuesday 
March 19th    

Discussion: Six Degrees of 
Separation (Book and Film) 
 
 
And 
Discussion: Push by Sapphire 

Push by 
Sapphire  

 Proposal 
Due! 

Thursday 
March 21st   

  Precious 
(2009) 
directed by 
Lee Daniels 

 



Week 10     
Tuesday 
March 26th     

Discussion: Precious (Novel 
and Film) 
 

Push by 
Sapphire 

  

Thursday 
March 28th    

 Super-toys Last 
All Summer 
Long by Brian 
Adiss 

Artificial 
Intelligence 
(2001) 
directed by 
Steven 
Spielberg 

 

Week 11     
Tuesday 
April 2nd    

Discussion: Artificial 
Intelligence (Short Story and 
Film) 
Editing Continuity. D.W. 
Griffith and Classical Cutting. 
Soviet Montage  
 

Ch. 4 
Understanding 
Movies  
 

  

Thursday 
April 4th    

  Special 
Features: 
Artificial 
Intelligence 

 

Week 12     
Tuesday 
April 9th    

Discussion: No Country for 
Old Men by Cormac 
McCarthy  

No Country for 
Old Men by 
Cormac 
McCarthy 
 

  

Thursday 
April 11th  

 

  No Country 
For Old Men 
(2007) 
directed by 
Joel and 
Ethan Coen 

Conduct 
interviews 
for group 
projects. 

Week 13     
Tuesday 
April 16th   

Discussion: No Country for 
Old Men (Book and Film) 
And  
 

  Conduct 
interviews 
for group 
projects. 

Thursday 
April 18th   

Research Day.    7 Page 
Essay Due! 

Week 14     
Tuesday 
April 23rd   

Formalist Tradition. Andre 
Bazin and the Tradition of 
Realism, Critique: Theories of 
Realism. Formalist Film 
Theories. 
 

Ch. 4 Editing 
and Ch. 11 
Critique 
Understanding 
Movies 

 Conduct 
interviews 
for group 
projects. 

Thursday 
April 25th  

Synthesis Ch. 12 
Understanding 

 Edit 



 Movies 
Week 15     
Tuesday 
April 30th    

The Importance of Sound 
Historical Background. Sound 
Effects. Music. Musicals. 
Spoken Language  
Synthesis 

Ch. 5 Sound 
Understanding 
Movies 

 Edit 
 

Thursday 
May 2nd   

Presentation of Group Projects   Screening 
of group 
videos. 

Tuesday  
May 7th   

Complete Course Survey  
Review for final exam 
 

  Last Class 
Day 

Thursday 
May 9th  @ 
2pm 

Comprehensive final exam   Final Exam 

 
 


